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SUMMARY
Models of segregation analysis with moderate size of fixed effect was compared by Simplex 

method. MJGA (a model including fixed effect estimated from major-gene-adjusted MME) had 
smaller mean squared deviation than SAML (a model including fixed effect estimated by ML with 
other parameters) although test statistic of MJGA was invalid. Through all the size of fixed effect in 
consideration, MJGA had small mean squared deviations, and test statistic on combined model data 
was clearly distinguishable from one on polygenic model data.

INTRODUCTION
An interest for detecting a gene with large effect has been stimulated because of findings of 

major genes useful to animal breeding and extensive possibility of molecular biology. The use of 
segregation analysis was firstly initiated by Elston and Stewart (1971), Morton and Maclean (1974) 
in human genetics. For animal genetics, several approximation procedures were proposed to 
overcome heavy computation accompanied by the segregation analysis (Hoeschele, 1988; Le Roy,
1989). Recently, Knott etal. (1991) proposed simplified model of segregation analysis by use of 
Hermite integration. The objectives of this study are to develop a model of segregation analvsis that 
includes fixed effect of moderate size and to evaluate the model.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Likelihood function of combined model in use is based on balanced sire model developed by 

Knott ex aL (1991), in which integration for sire's random effect was performed by 20 points Hermite 
integration. Population parameters for a standard simulation were taken from their "Additive 0.2 with
heritability estimated" model. These are o 2 (residual variance)=95, a  2 (sire variance)=5, a 2

w u m g

(variance due to major gene) =50, u (population mean)=50, ux (effect of 1st genotype)=20, p2 (effect 
of 2nd genotype)=10, p(A)(Gene frequency of allele)=0.5. Estimated parameters are, for polygenic 
model (Poly), ow2, cru2 and p and, for combined model (MM), additionally px, ^  and p(A). o 2

was also estimated using estimates of u.j, p2 and p(A). A test statistic was provided by
(2[ In L(MM)-ln L(Poly)]). The number of sires and the total number of records were fixed at 50 and 
1000, respectively, throughout this study. Each maximization was started with initial parameters of 
die population values. The number of replication for each simulation was 20.

I. Maximization method
Simplex and quasi-Newton method; BFGS(Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno) and
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DFP(Davidon-Fletcher-Powell) algorithm, were compared under the standard parameter set with no 
fixed effect (but population mean).

I I . Analytical model fo r fixed effect
All models in the study were based on segregation analysis model. The size of fixed effect 

was five for them.
1) SAML:This model estimated both the combined model parameters and fixed effect by maximum 
likelihood.
2) MMPL:Fixed effect in the model was estimated as a BLUE of fixed effect by MME. The 
segregation analysis model was then maximized using the BLUE of fixed effect. Variance ratio was 
refreshed for each iteration. Major gene effect was ignored in this model.
3) MJGA:Fixed effect was estimated just as MMPL, but a record of each progeny was pre-adjusted by 
expected genotypic value of the progeny (probability of genotype x estimated genotypic value).

III. Size o f fixed effect
Size of fixed effect in the study was 5, 10 and 20 with mean±s.d. as 50.0±20.6, 50.0+20.0 

and 50.0+20.0, respectively. Simulation was undertaken on combined model data (MMMO) and 
polygenic model data (PLMO).

RESULTS
I. Maximization method

Mean and s.d. of test statistic of Simplex were greater than BFGS and DFP. There observed 
two test statistics below zero in Simplex while no negative test statistic in quasi-Newton algorithm. 
Average execution time of Simplex was 1649 sec. for one replication on a 30 MIPS work station, 
which was 8.2 times less than quasi-Newton. A little difference of variances was observed among 
them. In order to ease computation burden, Simplex method was used thereafter.

Table 1. A comparison of test statistic and variances for maximization method (mean+s.d.).

Test stat. ow2 au2 omg2

Simplex 11.7+10.4 93.4+10.0 6.2+7.7 54.1±11.1
BFGS 9.4±5.6 95.0±9.4 6.3+8.6 52.3±9.3
DFP 8.9±5.9 97.5±12.0 5.2+7.8 51.1+10.0

11. Analysis model forfixed effect
Test statistic of SAML was higher than the model with no fixed effect Test statistic of MJGA 

was below zero. The s.d. of test statistic in MMPL was larger than SAML and MJGA. Over
estimates of ow2 were observed in all models. The estimate of ou2 was close to the population value 

in MJGA. The crmg2s of SAML and MMPL was underestimated.
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Table 2. A comparison of test statistic and variances for segregation analysis models with fixed
effect (meanis.d.)

Test stat. crw2 cru2

SAML 14.1+17.3 105.5±15.9 12.9±13.1 39.2122.9
MJGA -25.0±19.1 117.2+11.6 5.3+0.4 45.614.0
MMPL 8.5±24.1 128.6+23.8 31.1±29.6 17.4123.2

The mean squared deviations of the parameters were very large in MMFL. The mean squared 
deviations of ou2, omg2, pj, p2 and p(A) were small in MJGA. The MMPL showed the small mean 
squared deviation of fixed effect.

Table 3. Mean squared deviation from the simulated values for segregation analysis models

CTw2 o 2U a  ^mg 1*1 P2 p(A) Fixed effect

SAML 407 221 636 65 17 529 11
MJGA 594 1 33 1 6 101 17
MMPL 1703 1548 1579 3342 48 1768 99

III. Size o f fixed, effect
The simulation of SAML was carried out only by a model with a size of five because of 

excessive time requirement. Execution time of SAML vs. MJGA was 4575 vs. 1157 sec. in size of 
five. The test statistic on PLMO was lower than MMMO in both SAML and MJGA, but in MJGA it 
was far below zero. For PLMO, the size of fixed effect had little effect on the means of test statistic, 
but s.d. increase as the size of fixed effect, while, vice versa for MMMO.

Table 4. A comparison of test statistic for different size of fixed effect from analyses of combined 
model data and polygenic model data

Size
Data

5
MMMO PLMO

10
MMMO PLMO

20
MMMO PLMO

SAML
MJGA

14.1117.3 -3.016.9 
-25.0119.1 -100.2116.9 -26.5114.0 -102.0117.9 -37.0113.5 -102.3128.8
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The mean squared deviations of variances had little difference among the sizes of the fixed 
effect, but the mean squared deviation of the fixed effect tended to increase as the sizes of fixed effect 
increased.

Table 5. Mean squared deviation for size of fixed effect from analyses of MJGA model with 
combined model data and polygenic model data

Size a  2W a u a ^mg H P2 p(A) Fixed effect

5 594 1 33 1 1 101 17
10 440 1 32 1 1 107 20
20 509 1 35 1 1 107 26

DISCUSSION
The mean and s.d. of test statistic of quasi-Newton were both higher in this study than ones 

(5.09+3.71) by Knott et al. (1991). The number of significant (5% level by 3 d.f. x2) test statistic 
was 11 out of 20 in this study, but 20 out of 100 in Knott etaL . We used Simplex algorithm in this 
study because of the faster execution time, however it had higher mean and larger deviation of test 
statistic than quasi-Newton. Because of "one shot estimation" in this simulation, these results have 
possibility that some function reached to local maximum instead of global maximum. Multiple 
starting points should be required for real data analysis.

Test statistic of MJGA was no longer valid, but the difference between MMMO and PLMO 
was clearly distinguishable each other. Therefore, there seems to exist a possibility to test die existing 
of major gene effect, although theoretical fundamental is unknown.
Mean squared deviations of MJGA were smaller than SAML. The mean squared deviation of ou2 
was especially small compared with other variances. This result of mean squared deviation in MJGA 
does not change if the size of the fixed effect increases.
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